AFM Integrated with SEM/FIB for Complete 3D Metrology Measurements
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Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and ion beam milling (FIB) techniques are mature nanoscale measurement technologies, while Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) is a developing technology with intense interest in the scientific community for basic research and development. We discuss the recent integration of these techniques into a single instrument enabled by technological innovation in AFM instrument design, and applications of this instrument for characterization of FIB milled trenches.

An AFM integrated into the SEM/FIB has specific design constraints that need to be met involving the AFM scanner, probe design, and feedback loop so that it geometrically fits into the chamber without interfering with the electron and ion beams. An ultraflat scanning stage was thus developed for precise sample motion that enable large ranges (85 microns or greater) in x, y, z. SPM probes that do not interfere with the electron beam were manufactured from fused silica in a cantilevered geometry (see Fig 1) where there is full visualization of the tip, without any loss of SPM functionality. These probes are combined with a tuning fork based feedback mechanism to maintain accurate tip-sample control; this mechanism does not involve lasers or optical beam deflection that interferes with the electron and ion beams.

The many benefits of this combined approach to three-dimensional nanoscale characterization are illustrated in the imaging of a FIB milled trench. Figure 2, left shows an AFM image profiling a 25 μm-deep trench milled in silicon with FIB imaged with the large Z range of the system. In this measurement, the FIB beam was used to mill this feature, and it was followed immediately by AFM imaging without having to remove the specimen from the FIB chamber and search in the AFM. Furthermore, the true depth of the trench was measured by the AFM in a cross-sectional profile (Figure 2, middle) while a 3D reconstruction revealed the geometry of the sidewall (Figure 2, right). Sidewall imaging with such long and exposed tips now are feasible with this instrument. The red arrow in this image clearly shows a Pt decoration on this structure, and the white arrow shows an undercut. Additionally, the ability of AFM to quickly and easily follow FIB milling with high Z resolution provides a straightforward and convenient method to check on FIB milling results. This capability is demonstrated in Figure 3 where several FIB-milled features in Si were monitored during the milling process. The grayscale SEM image in Figure 3 (left) can easily locate these features and measure their widths but cannot provide direct information on their depths. The AFM delivers a 3D reconstruction (Figure 3, middle), and a cross sectional profile that together provide a true topographic map of specimen features. These depth profiles demonstrate the linearity of the etching process with time.

This instrument incorporates important innovations in the design and technology of atomic force microscopy enabling its integration with SEM and FIB into a single powerful capability.
**Figure 1.** Probe design with open access of the electrical probe to optical and electron beams

**Figure 2.** FIB milled trench imaged with AFM (left) showing a profile (middle) and sidewall geometry (right)

**Figure 3.** FIB milled structure in SEM (left) and AFM (right)